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Abstract
One of the best lower bound methods for the quantum communication complexity of a function
H (with or without shared entanglement) is the logarithm of the approximate rank of the com-
munication matrix of H. This measure is essentially equivalent to the approximate γ2 norm and
generalized discrepancy, and subsumes several other lower bounds. All known lower bounds on
quantum communication complexity in the general unbounded-round model can be shown via
the logarithm of approximate rank, and it was an open problem to give any separation at all
between quantum communication complexity and the logarithm of the approximate rank.
In this work we provide the first such separation: We exhibit a total function H with quantum
communication complexity almost quadratically larger than the logarithm of its approximate
rank. We constructH using the communication lookup function framework of Anshu et al. (FOCS
2016) based on the cheat sheet framework of Aaronson et al. (STOC 2016). From a starting
function F , this framework defines a new function H = FG . Our main technical result is a
lower bound on the quantum communication complexity of FG in terms of the discrepancy of F ,
which we do via quantum information theoretic arguments. We show the upper bound on the
approximate rank of FG by relating it to the Boolean circuit size of the starting function F .
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1 Introduction
Communication complexity studies how much two parties Alice and Bob need to communicate
in order to compute a function when each party only has partial knowledge of the input. The
model of quantum communication complexity allows the players to send quantum messages
back and forth, and measures the total number of qubits that need to be exchanged in
order to compute the function. Communication complexity has become a fundamental area
in theoretical computer science with applications to circuit complexity, data structures,
streaming algorithms, property testing, and linear and semi-definite programs. Many of
these applications require showing communication complexity lower bounds, which raises the
importance of studying lower bound techniques in communication complexity.
In this paper we study lower bounds on quantum communication complexity. For a
two-party function F : X × Y → {0, 1}, we denote by Q(F ) the minimum number of qubits
needed by a quantum protocol to compute F with error probability at most 1/3.
One of the strongest lower bounds on Q(F ) comes by viewing F as a Boolean |X | × |Y|
matrix, known as the communication matrix, which we will also denote by F . The approximate
rank of F , denoted rk1/3(F ), is the minimum rank of a matrix F˜ that is entrywise close
to F , that is, satisfying `∞(F˜ − F ) ≤ 1/3. Building on the work of Kremer [26] and Yao
[47], Buhrman and de Wolf [13] showed that Q(F ) = Ω(log rk1/3(F )). Later, it was shown
that approximate rank can also be used to lower bound quantum communication complexity
with shared entanglement, denoted Q∗(F ). More precisely, Q∗(F ) = Ω(log rk1/3(F )) −
O(log log(|X | · |Y|)) [31]. As this paper studies quantum communication complexity lower
bounds, we will focus on the measure Q∗(F ), which makes our results stronger.
The logarithm of the approximate rank dominates nearly all other lower bounds on
quantum communication complexity, including the discrepancy method [26], the approximate
trace norm [36, 33], the generalized discrepancy method [24, 36, 38], and the approximate
γ2 norm bound [33].1 In fact, to the best of our knowledge, all known lower bounds for
general two-way quantum communication can be obtained using approximate rank. Besides
being a powerful lower bound method, approximate rank is a robust measure posessing
several desirable properties such as error reduction, direct sum and strong direct product
theorems [39], and an optimal lifting theorem [38, 40].
Given our current state of knowledge, it is consistent that Q∗(F ) = O(log rk1/3(F )) for
every function F , that is, the logarithm of the approximate rank characterizes quantum
communication complexity. As it is widely believed that this is not the case, this state
of affairs points to the limitations of our current lower bound techniques for quantum
communication complexity.
In this paper, we show the first superlinear separation between quantum communication
complexity and the logarithm of the approximate rank.
I Theorem 1. There is a family of total functions F : X × Y → {0, 1} with Q∗(F ) =
Ω˜
(
log2 rk1/3(F )
)
.
As far as we are aware, Theorem 1 is the first superlinear separation between quantum
communication complexity and the logarithm of the approximate rank even for partial
functions, which are functions defined only on a subset of the domain X × Y.2
1 In fact, the generalized discrepancy method, logarithm of approximate γ2 norm, and logarithm of
approximate rank are all equivalent, up to constant mutliplicative factors and an additive logarithmic
term.
2 For partial functions, we require the approximate low-rank decomposition of the communication matrix
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One alternative to approximate rank for showing lower bounds on quantum communication
complexity is the recently introduced quantum information complexity [43]. This bound has
been shown to dominate the logarithm of the approximate rank [10], and has nice properties
like characterizing amortized quantum communication complexity. The quantum information
complexity, however, is difficult to bound for an explicit function and has not yet been used to
show a new lower bound in the general unbounded-round model of quantum communication
complexity.
By analogy with the log rank conjecture, which postulates that D(F ) = O(polylog(rk(F ))),
where D(F ) is the deterministic communication complexity of F , it is natural to state an
approximate log rank conjecture. The quantum version of the approximate log rank conjecture
states Q∗(F ) = O(polylog(rk1/3(F ))). Our results show that the exponent of the logarithm
in such a statement must be at least 2. The largest gap we currently know between D(F )
and log rk(F ) is also quadratic [20]. One could also consider a randomized version of the log
rank conjecture, stating R(F ) = O(polylog(rk1/3(F ))), where R(F ) is the 1/3-bounded-error
randomized communication complexity. This conjecture is actually known to imply the usual
deterministic log rank conjecture [25]. The largest known gap between R(F ) and log rk1/3(F )
is 4th power [19].
Our separation is established using quantum information theoretic arguments to lower
bound quantum communication complexity of a particular family of functions known as
lookup functions, introduced in [5]. We use Boolean circuit size to upper bound the logarithm
of approximate rank of lookup functions. We now provide an overview of lookup functions
and our proof techniques.
1.1 Techniques
Many questions in communication complexity have analogs in the (usually simpler) model of
query complexity. The query complexity quantity that is analogous to approximate rank is
the approximate polynomial degree. Using the quantum adversary lower bound, Ambainis
[2] gave a function f with an n versus n1.32 separation between its approximate polynomial
degree and quantum query complexity. This result is the main reason for the belief that
there should also be a separation between the logarithm of approximate rank and quantum
communication complexity. One way to do this would be to “lift” the quantum query lower
bound for f into a quantum communication lower bound for a related communication problem
by composing f with an appropriate communication gadget. While such a lifting theorem is
known for the approximate polynomial degree [38, 40], it remains an open question to show
a lifting theorem for quantum query complexity or the quantum adversary method. The
lack of an analog of the adversary lower bound in the setting of quantum communication
complexity is part of the difficulty of separating the logarithm of approximate rank and
quantum communication complexity.
There has recently been a great deal of progress in showing new separations between
complexity measures in query complexity [20, 3, 1]. The work in query complexity most
closely related to ours is the cheat sheet method of Aaronson et al. [1]. The cheat sheet
method is a way to transform a function f into its “cheat sheet” version fCS so that, for some
complexity measures, fCS retains the hardness of f , while other complexity measures are
drastically reduced by this transformation. Among other things, Aaronson et al. [1] use this
to take values between 0 and 1 even on inputs on which the function is undefined. Without this
constraint it is easy to construct large partial function separations.
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method to improve Ambainis’ separation and give a 4th power separation between quantum
query complexity and approximate polynomial degree.
[5] generalize the cheat sheet method to communication complexity. They are able
to lift several query results of [1] to communication complexity, such as an example of
a total function with a super-quadratic separation between its randomized and quantum
communication complexities. They do this by introducing the idea of a lookup function. To
motivate a lookup function, consider first a communication version of the familiar address
function. Alice receives inputs x ∈ {0, 1}c and u0, . . . , u2c−1 ∈ {0, 1} and Bob receives
y ∈ {0, 1}c and v0, . . . , v2c−1 ∈ {0, 1}. The desired output is found by interpreting x⊕ y as
the binary representation of a number ` ∈ {0, . . . , 2c − 1} and outputting u` ⊕ v`.
The (F,G) lookup function FG is defined by a function F : X × Y → {0, 1} and a
function family G = {G0, . . . , G2c−1}, with Gi : (X c × {0, 1}m) × (Yc × {0, 1}m) → {0, 1}.
Alice receives input x = (x1, . . . , xc) ∈ X c and u0, . . . , u2c−1 ∈ {0, 1}m and Bob receives
inputs y = (y1, . . . , yc) ∈ Yc and v0, . . . , v2c−1 ∈ {0, 1}m. Now the address is determined
by interpreting (F (x1, y1), . . . , F (xc, yc)) ∈ {0, 1}c as an integer ` ∈ {0, . . . , 2c − 1} and the
goal of the players is to output G`((x, u`), (y, v`)). Note that, in contrast to the case with
the address function, in a lookup function, G` can depend on x and y. This is the source
of difficulty in showing lower bounds for lookup functions, and also key to their interesting
properties.
Lower bound. The main result of [5] showed that, given some mild restrictions on the family
of functions G, the randomized communication complexity of FG is at least that of F . Our
main result shows that, given mild restrictions on the function family G, if there is a quantum
protocol with q qubits of communication for FG , then there is a q qubit protocol for F
with non-negligible bias. Because of the round-by-round nature of our quantum information
theoretic argument, the success probability of the quantum protocol for F decays with
the number of rounds of the quantum protocol for FG . Thus to apply this theorem, we
need to start with a function F that has high quantum communication complexity even for
protocols with small bias. As the discrepancy method lower bounds quantum communication
complexity even with small bias, we can informally state our main theorem as follows.
I Theorem 2 (Informal restatement of Corollary 29). For any (F,G) lookup function FG,
provided G satisfies certain mild technical conditions, Q∗(FG) = Ω(log(1/disc(F ))).
Let us call such theorems, where we lower bound the complexity of a lookup function
FG (or a cheat sheet function fCS) in terms of a measure of the original function F (or
f), “cheat sheet theorems.” Essentially optimal cheat sheet theorems have been shown in
a number of computational models such as deterministic, randomized, and quantum query
complexity [1] and randomized communication complexity [5]. Cheat sheet theorems are in
spirit similar to joint computation results such as direct sum and direct product theorems
[7, 9, 11, 16, 30, 39, 43].3 Direct sum and direct product theorems are widely applicable
tools and are often an important goal by themselves. Cheat sheet theorems have become
useful tools recently and for example, the cheat sheet theorems proven in [1] were later used
in [4]. We hope that our quantum cheat sheet theorem will find further applications.
3 One point of difference is that in direct sum and direct product theorems, the lower bounds on the
amount of resources (query, communication, etc.) usually scale with c, the number of copies of the
function F . In the cheat sheet theorem we prove (and also in prior works), the lower bounds do not
scale with c. This is due to the fact that the value of c is usually small in our applications.
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We now provide a high-level overview of the proof of our quantum cheat sheet theorem.
We would like to rule out the existence of a quantum protocol Π that solves the lookup
function FG and whose communication cost is much smaller than the quantum communication
complexity of F (with inverse polynomial bias, for technical reasons explained below). Since
Π has small communication cost, during the course of the protocol Alice and Bob do not
know the value of the index ` = (F (x1, y1), . . . , F (xc, yc)). Also since there are too many cells
in the array, which has length 2c  Q∗(F ), and Π has small communication cost, Alice and
Bob cannot talk about too many cells of the array. We first show that these two conditions
imply that Alice and Bob have little information about the contents of the correct cell of the
other player’s array, i.e., Alice has little information about v` and Bob has little information
about u`.
In the hypothesis of the theorem, we assume that G` satisfies a nontriviality condition:
this states that G`(x,y, u`, v`) takes both values 0 and 1 as (u`, v`) range over all possible
values. Thus the fact that Alice has little information about v` and Bob has little information
about u` sounds like we have reached a contradiction already. The issue is that we do
not have any control over the bias of G`. This situation is reminiscent of the quantum
information theoretic arguments in the proof of quantum communication complexity lower
bounds for the disjointness function [23]. In that case, one has to argue that a quantum
protocol that solves the AND function on 2 bits exchanges non-trivial amount of information
even on distributions which are extremely biased towards the AND being 0. We use similar
arguments (namely the quantum cut-and-paste argument) to obtain a contradiction for our
lookup function. Quantum cut-and-paste arguments usually have a round dependence (which
is provably needed for the disjointness lower bound) but which may not be needed for our
lookup function. Improving our quantum cheat sheet theorem or proving that it is tight
remains an excellent open question.
At a high level our proof follows the same strategy as the proof for randomized commu-
nication complexity in [5], but the implementation of the steps of the argument is different
due to the quantum nature of the protocol. A quantum communication protocol presents
several challenges, such as the fact that there is no notion of a communication transcript,
since it is not possible to store all the quantum messages exchanged during the protocol.
Hence arguments that applied to the overall communication transcript do not work in the
quantum setting. Several technical lemmas, such as the Markov chain property of classical
communication protocols used in [5], fail to hold in the quantum setting.
Upper bound. We devise a general technique for proving upper bounds on the logarithm
of approximate rank of lookup functions for carefully constructed function families G. Given
a circuit C for F , a cell in the array tries to certify the computation of F by the circuit C.
More formally, G`(x,y, u`, v`) = 1 iff (F (x1, y1), . . . , F (xc, yc)) = ` and u` ⊕ v` provides the
values of the inputs and outputs to all the gates in C for each of the c different evaluations of
C on inputs (x1, y1), . . . , (xc, yc). We show that a small circuit for F implies a good upper
bound on the approximate rank of the lookup function FG .
I Theorem 3 (Informal restatement of Theorem 28). For any Boolean function F , there exists
a family of functions G satisfying certain nontrivality conditions such that the lookup function
FG satisfies log rk1/3(FG) = O˜(
√
size(F )).
Here size(F ) denotes the size of the smallest circuit (i.e., the one with the least number of
gates) for F over some constant-sized gate set, such as the set of all 2-bit gates. The high level
idea for the upper bound is the following. Suppose an all-knowing prover Merlin provided
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Alice and Bob the value ` = (F (x1, y1), . . . , F (xc, yc)). Then they can “unambiguously"
verify Merlin’s answer with a small amount of quantum communication. Essentially they
look at the `th cell of the array and try to find an inconsistency in the circuit values. This
can then be done with quadratically less communication by a quantum protocol by using
a distributed version of Grover’s algorithm [21, 12]. We then show that this sort of upper
bound on “unambiguously certifiable quantum communication" provides an upper bound on
the log of approximate rank of the lookup function FG . A similar upper bound was also used
in the query complexity separations of [1].
Putting these upper and lower bounds together, if we choose F to be the inner product
function, which has exponentially small discrepancy and linear circuit size, Theorem 2
and Theorem 3 give us the desired quadratic separation between quantum communication
complexty and the log of approximate rank for a lookup function FG .
One intriguing aspect of Theorem 3 is that if one can prove lower bounds on log rk1/3(FG)
greater than
√
n for every nontrivial function family G, then one proves nontrivial circuit
lower bounds for F ! This theorem is similar in flavor to the theorem [28, 37] that the square
of the quantum query complexity of a function f is a lower bound on the formula size of f .
It might seem hopeless to prove a lower bound on log rk1/3(FG) for every nontrivial function
family G, but this is exactly what our quantum cheat sheet theorem achieves for quantum
communication complexity, and what the results of [5] achieve for randomized communication
complexity.
2 Preliminaries and notation
We will use X,Y, Z to denote random variables as well as their distributions. x← X will
stand for x being sampled from the distribution of X. For joint random variables XY , Y x
will denote the distribution of Y |X = x.
We now state some classical complexity measures that will be used in this paper. We
define quantum measures in more detail in Section 2.1 and Section 2.2. We first formally
define approximate rank.
I Definition 4 (Approximate rank). Let ε ∈ [0, 1/2) and F be an |X | × |Y| matrix. The
ε-approximate rank of F is defined as
rkε(F ) = min
F˜
{rk(F˜ ) : ∀x ∈ X , y ∈ Y, |F˜ (x, y)− F (x, y)| ≤ ε} .
As discussed in the introduction, approximate rank lower bounds bounded-error quantum
communication complexity with shared entanglement. It also lower bounds ε-error quantum
communication [31]:
I Fact 5. For any two-party function F : X × Y → {0, 1} and ε ∈ [0, 1/3], we have
Q∗ε(F ) = Ω(log rkε(F ))−O(log log(|X | · |Y|)).
Another classical lower bound measure that we use is the discrepancy of a function [27].
I Definition 6 (Discrepancy). Let F be an |X | × |Y| Boolean-valued matrix and P a
probability distribution over X × Y . The discrepancy of F with respect to P is
discP (F ) = max
R
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
(x,y)∈R
P (x, y)(−1)F (x,y)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ,
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where the maximum is taken with respect to all combinatorial rectangles R. The discrepancy
of F , denoted disc(F ), is defined as disc(F ) = minP discP (F ), where the minimum is taken
over all probability distributions P .
The discrepancy bound lower bounds not only bounded-error quantum communication
complexity, but also quantum communication complexity with error exponentially close (in
the discrepancy) to 1/2. More precisely, we have the following [26, 33].
I Theorem 7. Let F : X × Y → {0, 1} be a two-party function and ε ∈ [0, 1/2). Then
Q∗ε(F ) = Ω
(
log 1− 2εdisc(F )
)
.
Finally we define the Boolean circuit size of a function. To do this, we first fix a gate
set, say the set of all gates with 2 input bits (although we could have chosen any constant
instead of 2).
I Definition 8 (Circuit size). For a function F : {0, 1}n×{0, 1}m → {0, 1}, we define size(F )
to be the size (i.e., number of gates) of the smallest circuit over the gates set of all 2-input
Boolean gates that computes F .
Note that here the encoding of Alice’s and Bob’s input is important, since different input
representations may yield different sized circuits, unlike in communication complexity. When
we use this size measure, we only deal with functions defined on bits where the input encoding
is clearly specified.
2.1 Quantum Information
We now introduce some quantum information theoretic notation. We assume the reader is
familiar with standard notation in quantum computing [35, 45].
Let H be a finite-dimensional complex Euclidean space, i.e., Cn for some positive integer
n with the usual complex inner product 〈·, ·〉, which is defined as 〈u, v〉 = ∑ni=1 u∗i vi. We
will also refer to H as a Hilbert space. We will usually denote vectors in H using braket
notation, e.g., |ψ〉 ∈ H.
The `1 norm (also called the trace norm) of an operator X on H is ‖X‖1 := Tr(
√
X†X),
which is also equal to (vector) `1 norm of the vector of singular values of X.
A quantum state (or a density matrix or simply a state) ρ is a positive semidefinite matrix
on H with Tr(ρ) = 1. The state ρ is said to be a pure state if its rank is 1, or equivalently
if Tr(ρ2) = 1, and otherwise it is called a mixed state. Let |ψ〉 be a unit vector on H, that
is 〈ψ|ψ〉 = 1. With some abuse of notation, we use ψ to represent the vector |ψ〉 and also
the density matrix |ψ〉〈ψ|, associated with |ψ〉. Given a quantum state ρ on H, the support
of ρ, denoted supp(ρ) is the subspace of H spanned by all eigenvectors of ρ with nonzero
eigenvalues.
A quantum register A is associated with some Hilbert spaceHA. Define |A| := log dim(HA).
Let L(A) represent the set of all linear operators on HA. We denote by D(A) the set of
density matrices on the Hilbert space HA. We use subscripts (or superscripts according to
whichever is convenient) to denote the space to which a state belongs, e.g, ρ with subscript A
indicates ρA ∈ HA. If two registers A and B are associated with the same Hilbert space, we
represent this relation by A ≡ B. For two registers A and B, we denote the combined register
as AB, which is associated with Hilbert space HA ⊗HB . For two quantum states ρ ∈ D(A)
and σ ∈ D(B), ρ⊗ σ ∈ D(AB) represents the tensor product (or Kronecker product) of ρ
and σ. The identity operator on HA is denoted 1A.
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Let ρAB ∈ D(AB). We define the partial trace with respect to A of ρAB as
ρB := TrA(ρAB) :=
∑
i
(〈i| ⊗ 1B)ρAB(|i〉 ⊗ 1B),
where {|i〉}i is an orthonormal basis for the Hilbert space HA. The state ρB ∈ D(B) is
referred to as a reduced density matrix or a marginal state. Unless otherwise stated, a missing
register from subscript in a state will represent partial trace over that register. Given a
ρA ∈ D(A), a purification of ρA is a pure state ρAB ∈ D(AB) such that TrB(ρAB) = ρA.
Any quantum state has a purification using a register B with |B| ≤ |A|. The purification of
a state, even for a fixed B, is not unique as any unitary applied on register B alone does not
change ρA.
An important class of states that we will consider is the classical quantum states. They are
of the form ρAB =
∑
a µ(a) |a〉〈a|A ⊗ ρaB , where µ is a probability distribution. In this case,
ρA can be viewed as a probability distribution and we shall continue to use the notations that
we have introduced for probability distribution, for example, Ea←A to denote the average∑
a µ(a).
A quantum super-operator (or a quantum channel or a quantum operation) E : A→ B is
a completely positive and trace preserving (CPTP) linear map (mapping states from D(A)
to states in D(B)). The identity operator in Hilbert space HA (and associated register A) is
denoted 1A. A unitary operator UA : HA → HA is such that U†AUA = UAU†A = 1A. The set
of all unitary operations on register A is denoted by U(A).
A 2-outcome quantum measurement is defined by a collection {M,1 − M}, where
0  M  1 is a positive semidefinite operator, where A  B means B − A is positive
semidefinite. Given a quantum state ρ, the probability of getting outcome corresponding to
M is Tr(ρM) and getting outcome corresponding to 1−M is 1− Tr(ρM).
2.1.1 Distance measures for quantum states
We now define the distance measures we use and some properties of these measures. Before
defining the distance measures, we introduce the concept of fidelity between two states, which
is not a distance measure but a similarity measure.
I Definition 9 (Fidelity). Let ρA, σA ∈ D(A) be quantum states. The fidelity between ρ and
σ is defined as
F(ρA, σA) := ‖√ρA√σA‖1 .
For two pure states |ψ〉 and |φ〉, we have F(|ψ〉〈ψ|, |φ〉〈φ|) = |〈ψ|φ〉|. We now introduce
the two distance measures we use.
I Definition 10 (Distance measures). Let ρA, σA ∈ D(A) be quantum states. We define the
following distance measures between these states.
Trace distance: ∆(ρA, σA) :=
1
2‖ρA − σA‖1
Bures metric: B(ρA, σA) :=
√
1− F(ρA, σA).
Note that for any two quantum states ρA and σA, these distance measures lie in [0, 1].
The distance measures are 0 if and only if the states are equal, and the distance measures
are 1 if and only if the states have orthogonal support, i.e., if ρAρB = 0.
Conveniently, these measures are closely related.
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I Fact 11. For all quantum states ρA, σA ∈ D(A), we have
1− F(ρA, σA) ≤ ∆(ρA, σA) ≤
√
2 · B(ρA, σA).
Proof. The Fuchs-van de Graaf inequalities [18, 45] state that
1− F(ρA, σA) ≤ ∆(ρA, σA) ≤
√
1− F2(ρA, σA).
Our fact follows from this and the relation 1− F2(ρA, σA) ≤ 2− 2F(ρA, σA). J
A fundamental fact about quantum states is Uhlmann’s theorem [44].
I Fact 12 (Uhlmann’s theorem). Let ρA, σA ∈ D(A). Let ρAB ∈ D(AB) be a purification of
ρA and σAB ∈ D(AB) be a purification of σA with. There exists a unitary U : HB → HB
such that
F(|θ〉〈θ|AB , |ρ〉〈ρ|AB) = F(ρA, σA) ,
where |θ〉AB = (1A ⊗ U) |σ〉AB. Trivially, the same holds for the Bures metric B as well.
We now review some properties of the Bures metric that we use in our proofs.
I Fact 13 (Facts about B). For all quantum states ρA, ρ′A, σA, σ′A ∈ D(A), we have the
following.
I Fact 13.A (Triangle inequality [14]). The following triangle inequality and a weak triangle
inequality hold for the Bures metric and the square of the Bures metric.
1. B(ρA, σA) ≤ B(ρA, τA) + B(τA, σA).
2. B2(ρ1A, ρt+1A ) ≤ t ·
∑t
i=1 B2(ρiA, ρ
i+1
A ).
I Fact 13.B (Product states). B(ρA ⊗ σA, ρ′A ⊗ σ′A) ≤ B(ρA, ρ′A) + B(σA, σ′A). Additionally,
if σA = σ′A then B(ρA ⊗ σA, ρ′A ⊗ σ′A) = B(ρA, ρ′A).
I Fact 13.C (Partial measurement). For classical-quantum states θXB , θ′XB with same prob-
ability distribution on the classical part, we have
B2(θXB , θ′XB) = Ex←X [B2(θxB , θ′xB )].
Proof. These facts are proved as follows.
A. Proof of part 2 follows from triangle inequality and the fact that for positive reals
a1, a2, . . . at,(∑
i
ai
)2
=
∑
i
a2i + 2
∑
i<j
ai · aj ≤
∑
i
a2i +
∑
i<j
(
a2i + a2j
)
≤ t
(∑
i
a2i
)
.
B. Follows easily from the triangle inequality.
C. Let θXB =
∑
x p(x) |x〉〈x| ⊗ θxB and θ′XB =
∑
x p(x) |x〉〈x| ⊗ θ′xB . Then
F(θXB , θ′XB) = Tr
√∑
x
p2(x) |x〉〈x| ⊗√θxBθ′xB√θxB

= Tr
(∑
x
p(x) |x〉〈x| ⊗
√√
θxBθ
′x
B
√
θxB
)
=
∑
x
p(x)F(θxB , θ′xB )
= Ex←X [F(θxB , θ′xB )],
which proves the fact. J
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Finally, an important property of both these distance measures is monotonicity under
quantum operations [32, 8].
I Fact 14 (Monotonicity under quantum operations). For quantum states ρA, σA ∈ D(A),
and a quantum operation E(·) : L(A)→ L(B), it holds that
∆(E(ρ), E(σ)) ≤ ∆(ρA, σA) and B(E(ρA), E(σA)) ≤ B(ρA, σA),
with equality if E is unitary. In particular, for bipartite states ρAB , σAB ∈ D(AB), it holds
that
∆(ρAB , σAB) ≥ ∆(ρA, σA) and B(ρAB , σAB) ≥ B(ρA, σA).
2.1.2 Mutual information and relative entropy
We start with the following fundamental information theoretic quantities. We refer the reader
to the excellent sources for quantum information theory [46, 45] for further study.
I Definition 15. Let ρA ∈ D(A) be a quantum state and σA ∈ D(A) be another quantum
state on the same space with supp(ρA) ⊂ supp(σA). We then define the following.
von Neumann entropy: S(ρA) := −Tr(ρA log ρA).
Relative entropy: S(ρA‖σA) := Tr(ρA log ρA)− Tr(ρA log σA).
We now define mutual information and conditional mutual information.
I Definition 16 (Mutual information). Let ρABC ∈ D(ABC) be a quantum state. We define
the following measures.
Mutual information: I(A : B)ρ := S(ρA) + S(ρB)− S(ρAB) = S(ρAB‖ρA ⊗ ρB) .
Cond. mutual information: I(A : B | C)ρ := I(A : BC)ρ − I(A : C)ρ.
We will need the following basic properties.
I Fact 17 (Properties of S and I). Let ρABC ∈ D(ABC) be a quantum state. We have the
following.
I Fact 17.A (Nonnegativity).
S(A‖B)ρ ≥ 0 and |A| ≥ S(A)ρ ≥ 0
I(A : B)ρ ≥ 0 and I(A : B | C)ρ ≥ 0.
I Fact 17.B (Partial measurement). For classical-quantum states, θXB , θ′XB with same
classical distribution on register X:
S(θXB‖θ′XB) = Ex←X [S(θxB‖θ′xB )].
I Fact 17.C (Chain rule). I(A : BC)ρ = I(A : C)ρ+I(A : B | C)ρ = I(A : B)ρ+I(A : C | B)ρ.
I Fact 17.D (Monotonicity). For a quantum operation E(·) : L(A)→ L(B), I(A : E(B)) ≤
I(A : B) with equality when E is unitary. In particular I(A : BC)ρ ≥ I(A : B)ρ.
I Fact 17.E (Bar hopping). I(A : BC)ρ ≥ I(A : B | C)ρ, where equality holds if I(A : C)ρ = 0.
I Fact 17.F (Independence). If I(B : C)ρ = 0, then I(A : BC)ρ ≥ I(A : B)ρ + I(A : C)ρ.
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I Fact 17.G (Araki-Lieb inequality). |S(ρAB)− S(ρB) | ≤ S(ρA) .
I Fact 17.H (Information bound).
I(A : BC)ρ ≤ I(A : C)ρ + 2S(ρB) .
I Fact 17.I (Stronger version of Pinsker’s inequality). For quantum states ρ and σ:
S(ρ‖σ) ≥ 1− F(ρ, σ) = B2(ρ, σ).
I Fact 17.J. For classical-quantum state (register X is classical) ρXAB:
I(A;B|X)ρ = Ex←XS(ρxAB‖ρxA ⊗ ρxB) ≥ Ex←XB2 (ρxAB , ρxA ⊗ ρxB) .
I(X;A) = S(ρXA‖ρX ⊗ ρA) = Ex←XS(ρxA‖ρA) .
I(X;A) = I(f(X)X;A), where f is any function.
Proof. These facts are proved as follows.
A. For nonnegativity of relative entropy, see [35, Theorem 11.7]. For nonnegativity of
mutual information and conditional mutual information, see [46, Theorem 11.6.1] and
[46, Theorem 11.7.1].
B. Let θXB =
∑
x p(x) |x〉〈x| ⊗ θxB and θ′XB =
∑
x p(x) |x〉〈x| ⊗ θ′xB . Then
S(θXB‖θ′XB) =
∑
x
Tr(p(x) |x〉〈x| ⊗ θxB(log θXB − log θ′XB))
=
∑
x
p(x)Tr(θxB(log(p(x)θxB)− log(p(x)θ′xB )))
=
∑
x
p(x)Tr(θxB(log θxB − log θ′xB ))
= Ex←XS(θxB‖θ′xB ) ,
which proves the fact.
C. Follows from direct calculation.
D. See [35] [Theorem 11.15].
E. Follows from Chain rule (Fact 17.C) and Non-negativity (Fact 17.A).
F. Consider the following relations that use chain rule:
I(A : BC)ρ = I(A : B)ρ + I(A : C | B)ρ
= I(A : B)ρ + I(AB : C)ρ − I(B : C)ρ
≥ I(A : B)ρ + I(A : C)ρ.
The last line uses I(B : C)ρ = 0 and monotonicity (Fact 17.D).
G. See [35] [Section 11.3.4].
H. Consider,
I(A : BC)ρ = I(A : C)ρ + I(CA : B)ρ − I(B : C)
≤ I(A : C)ρ + I(CA : B)ρ
≤ I(A : C)ρ + S(B) + S(CA)− S(CAB)
≤ I(A : C)ρ + 2S(B) . (Fact 17.G)
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I. Using Corollary 4.2 and Proposition 4.5 in [42], we find that
S(ρ‖σ) ≥ −2 log F(ρ, σ).
The fact now follows since for any positive x < 1, 2x > 2 · x2.
J. For the first relation, we proceed as follows, and then use Pinsker’s inequality.
I(A : B | X)ρ = I(A : BX)ρ − I(A : X)ρ
= S(ρABX‖ρA ⊗ ρBX)− S(ρAX‖ρA ⊗ ρX)
= Ex←X [S(ρxAB‖ρA ⊗ ρxB)− S(ρxA‖ρA)]
= Ex←X [−S(ρxAB)− Tr(ρxA log ρA) + S(ρxB) + S(ρxA) + Tr(ρxA log ρA)]
= Ex←X [−S(ρxAB) + S(ρxB) + S(ρxA)] = Ex←X [S(ρxAB‖ρxA ⊗ ρxB)],
where in third line, we have used Fact 17.B. The second relation follows by direct
calculation and Fact 13.C. The third relation follows by monotonicity under the maps
|x〉〈x| → |x〉〈x| ⊗ |f(x)〉〈f(x)| and partial trace. J
We will need the following relation between I and ∆ for binary classical-quantum states
(see also [22]).
I Claim 18. Let ρAB ∈ D(AB) be a classical quantum state of the form ρAB = p |0〉〈0|A ⊗
ρ0B + (1− p) |1〉〈1| ⊗ ρ1B . Then
I(A : B)ρ ≤ 2 log(2) ·∆(pρ0B , (1− p)ρ1B).
Proof. We drop the register index from ρ0B , ρ1B . Let ρav = pρ0 + (1− p)ρ1. Consider
I(A : B)ρ = pS
(
ρ0
∥∥ρav)+ (1− p)S(ρ1∥∥ρav) (Fact 17.J)
= S
(
pρ0
∥∥∥∥12ρav
)
+ S
(
(1− p)ρ1
∥∥∥∥12ρav
)
− plog(2)− (1− p)log(2) + S(p)
≤ S
(
pρ0
∥∥∥∥12ρav
)
+ S
(
(1− p)ρ1
∥∥∥∥12ρav
)
.
The last inequality follows from S(p) ≤ log(2). Now, using [6, Theorem 9], which states that
S
(
pρ0
∥∥∥∥12ρav
)
≤ log(2)∆(pρ0, (1−p)ρ1) and S
(
(1− p)ρ1
∥∥∥∥12ρav
)
≤ log(2)∆(pρ0, (1−p)ρ1),
the claim follows. J
Our next claim gives us a way to use high mutual information between two registers in a
classical quantum state to make a prediction about the classical part using measurement on
the quantum part.
I Claim 19 (Information ⇒ prediction). Let ρAB ∈ D(AB) be a classical quantum state of
the form ρAB = p |0〉〈0|A ⊗ ρ0B + (1 − p) |1〉〈1| ⊗ ρ1B . The probability of predicting A by a
measurement on B is at least
1
2 +
I(A : B)
2 log 2 .
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Proof. We drop the register label B. Let M be a projector on the support of positive
eigenvectors of the state pρ0 − (1 − p)ρ1. Let the measurement be {M,1 −M} and first
outcome imply 0 in register A and second outcome imply 1. Then probability of success is
pTr(ρ0M) + (1− p)Tr(ρ1(1−M))
= (1− p) + Tr((pρ0 − (1− p)ρ1)M)
= (1− p) + 12(‖pρ
0 − (1− p)ρ1‖1 + Tr(pρ0 − (1− p)ρ1))
= (1− p) + 12(‖pρ
0 − (1− p)ρ1‖1 + 2p− 1)
= 12 +
1
2‖pρ
0 − (1− p)ρ1‖1
= 12 + ∆(pρ
0, (1− p)ρ1).
From Claim 18, we know that ∆(pρ0, (1− p)ρ1) ≥ I(A : B)/(2 log 2). J
2.2 Quantum Communication complexity
In quantum communication complexity, two players wish to compute a classical function
F : X × Y → {0, 1} for some finite sets X and Y. The inputs x ∈ X and y ∈ Y are given to
two players Alice and Bob, and the goal is to minimize the quantum communication between
them required to compute the function.
While the players have classical inputs, the players are allowed to exchange quantum mes-
sages. Depending on whether or not we allow the players arbitrary shared entanglement, we
get Q(F ), bounded-error quantum communication complexity without shared enganglement
and Q∗(F ), for the same measure with shared entanglement. Obviously Q∗(F ) ≤ Q(F ). In
this paper we will only work with Q∗(F ), which makes our results stronger since we prove
lower bounds in this work.
Let F : X × Y → {0, 1, ∗} be a partial function, with dom(F ) := {(x, y) ∈ X × Y :
F (x, y) 6= ∗}, and let ε ∈ (0, 1/2).
An entanglement assisted quantum communication protocol Π for this function is as
follows. Alice and Bob start with a preshared entanglement. Upon receiving inputs (x, y),
where Alice gets x and Bob gets y, they exchange quantum states and then Alice applies a
measurement on her qubits to output 1 or 0. Let O(x, y) be the random variable output by
Alice in Π, given input (x, y). Let µ be a distribution over dom(F ).
Let inputs to Alice and Bob be given in registers X and Y in the state∑
x,y
µ(x, y) |x〉〈x|X ⊗ |y〉〈y|Y .
Let these registers be purified by RX and RY respectively, which are not accessible to either
players. Let Alice and Bob initially hold register A0, B0 with shared entanglement Θ0,A0B0 .
Then the initial state is
|Ψ0〉XYRXRY A0B0 :=
∑
x,y
√
µ(x, y) |xxyy〉XRXY RY |Θ0〉A0B0 .
Alice applies a unitary U1 : XA0 → XA1C1 such that the unitary acts on A0 conditioned
on X. She sends C1 to Bob. Let B1 ≡ B0 be a relabelling of Bob’s register B0. He applies
U2 : Y C1B1 → Y C2B2 such that the unitary acts on C1B0 conditioned on Y . He sends C2
to Alice. Players proceed in this fashion till end of the protocol. At any round r, let the
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registers be ArCrBr, where Cr is the message register, Ar is Alice’s register and Br is Bob’s
register. If r is odd, then Br ≡ Br−1 and if r is even, then Ar ≡ Ar−1. Let the joint state in
registers ArCrBr be Θr,ArCrBr . Then the global state at round r is
|Ψr〉XYRXRY ArCrBr :=
∑
x,y
√
µ(x, y) |xxyy〉XRXY RY |Θr〉ArCrBr .
We define the following quantities.
Worst-case error: err(Π) := max
(x,y)∈dom(F )
{Pr[O(x, y) 6= F (x, y)]}.
Distributional error: errµ(Π) := E(x,y)←µPr[O(x, y) 6= F (x, y)].
Quantum CC of a protocol: QCC(Π) :=
∑
i
|Ci|.
Quantum CC of F : Q∗ε(F ) := minΠ:err(Π)≤εQCC(Π).
Our first fact justifies using ε = 1/3 by default since the exact constant does not matter
since the success probability of a protocol can be boosted for QCC.
I Fact 20 (Error reduction). Let 0 < δ < ε < 1/2. Let Π be a protocol for F with err(Π) ≤ ε.
There exists protocol Π′ for F such that err(Π′) ≤ δ and
QCC(Π′) ≤ O
(
log(1/δ)( 1
2 − ε
)2 ·QCC(Π)
)
.
This fact is proved by simply repeating the protocol sufficiently many times and taking
the majority vote of the outputs. If the error ε is close to 1/2, we can first reduce the
error to a constant by using O( 1(1/2−ε)2 ) repetitions. Then O (log(1/δ)) repetitions suffice to
reduce the error down to δ. Hence the quantum communication only increases by a factor of
O
(
log(1/δ)
(1/2−ε)2
)
.
We have the following relation between worst-case and average-case error quantum
communication complexities. It follows for example from standard application of Sion’s
minimax theorem [41].
I Fact 21 (Minimax principle). Let F : X × Y → {0, 1, ∗} be a partial function. Fix an error
parameter ε ∈ (0, 1/2) and a quantum communication bound q ≥ 0. Suppose F is a family
of protocols such that for every distribution µ on dom(F ) there exists a protocol Π ∈ F such
that
errµ(Π) ≤ ε and QCC(Π) ≤ q.
Then there exists a protocol Π′ such that
err(Π′) ≤ ε and QCC(Π′) ≤ q.
Our next claim shows that having some information about the output of a Boolean
function F allows us to predict the output of F with some probability greater than 1/2.
I Claim 22. Let F : X × Y → {0, 1, ∗} be a partial function and µ be a distribution over
dom(F ). Let XY be registers with the state
∑
x,y µ(x, y) |x〉〈x| ⊗ |y〉〈y| and define a register
F that contains the value of F (x, y). Let Π be a quantum communication protocol with
registers X,Y input to Alice and Bob respectively and number of rounds r (which is even).
There either
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There exists a quantum communication protocol Π′ for F with r rounds, with input (X,Y )
to Alice and Bob respectively, such that
QCC(Π′) = QCC(Π) + 1, and errµ(Π′) < 12 −
I(F : ArCr | X)Ψr
2 log(2) .
Or, there exists a quantum communication protocol Π′ for F with r rounds, with input
(X,Y ) to Alice and Bob respectively, such that
QCC(Π′) ≤ QCC(Π), and errµ(Π′) < 12 −
I(F : BrCr | Y )Ψr
2 log(2) .
Proof. We first prove the first case. In Π′, Alice and Bob run the protocol Π, after which
Alice proceeds as follows. Consider the state Ψr,XFArCr in registers XFArCr (note that we
have added a new register F to the state Ψr, which can be done naturally). Let
Ψr,XFArCr =
∑
x
µ(x) |x〉〈x|X ⊗Ψxr,FArCr
be the decomposition of Ψr,XFArCr , which is possible since X is classical. Note that Ψxr,FArCr
is a classical quantum state between the registers F and ArCr. Alice, essentially applying
Claim 19 makes a prediction about the content of register F . Then she outputs the prediction.
Clearly,
QCC(Π′) = QCC(Π) + 1 .
For every input x for Alice, her prediction is successful with probability at least 1/2 +
I(F : ArCr)Ψxr /2 log(2) by Claim 19. Hence the overall success probability of Π
′ is at least
Ex←X
[
1
2 +
I(F : ArCr)Ψxr
2 log(2)
]
= 12 +
I(F : ArCr|X)Ψr
2 log(2) .
Second case follows with same argument, but applied on Bob’ side before he sends Cr to
Alice. Bob then sends the outcome to Alice instead of Cr. J
The following claim is used in our proof to handle the easy case of a biased input
distribution.
I Claim 23. Let F : X × Y → {0, 1, ∗} be a partial function and let µ be a distribution
over dom(F ). Let ε ∈ (0, 1/2) and c ≥ 1 be a positive integer. For i ∈ [c], let Xi, Yi be
registers with the state
∑
x,y µ(x, y) |x〉〈x|Xi ⊗ |y〉〈y|Yi and define register Li that holds the
value F (xi, yi). Define X := X1 . . . Xc, Y := Y1 . . . Yc, and L := L1 . . . Lc. Let ΨXY L be the
joint state in registers X,Y, L. Then either
(a) There exists a protocol Π for F such that QCC(Π) = 1, and errµ(Π) ≤ 12 − ε, or
(b) ∆(ΨXL,ΨX ⊗WL1 ⊗ . . .WLc) ≤ cε, where WLi is the maximally mixed state in register
Li.
Proof. Define, qx1 := Pr[F = 0 | X1 = x1]. Assume Ex1←X1
[∣∣ 1
2 − qx1
∣∣] ≥ ε. Let Π be a
protocol where Alice, on input x1, outputs 0 if qx1 ≥ 1/2 and 1 otherwise. Then,
errµ(Π) = 12 − Ex1←X1
∣∣∣∣12 − qx1
∣∣∣∣ ≤ 12 − ε.
Assume otherwise Ex1←X1
∣∣ 1
2 − qx1
∣∣ < ε. This implies
∆(ΨXL,ΨX ⊗WL1 ⊗ . . .WLc) ≤ c ·∆(ΨX1L1 ,ΨX1 ⊗WL1) = c · Ex1←X1
∣∣∣∣12 − qx1
∣∣∣∣ < cε,
where the first inequality follows from Fact 13.B. J
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In below, let A′r, B′r represent Alice and Bob’s registers at round r. That is, at even round
r, A′r = ArCr, B′r = Br and at odd r, A′r = Ar, B′r = BrCr. We will need the following
version of quantum-cut-and-paste lemma from [34] (also see [23] for a similar argument,
where it is used to lower bound quantum communication complexity of disjointness). This is
a special case of [34, Lemma 7] and we have rephrased it using our notation.
I Lemma 24 (Quantum cut-and-paste). Let Π be a quantum protocol with classical inputs
and consider distinct inputs u, u′ for Alice and v, v′ for Bob. Let |Ψ0,A0B0〉 be the initial
shared state between Alice and Bob. Also let
∣∣∣Ψu′′,v′′k,A′
k
B′
k
〉
be the shared state after round k of
the protocol when the inputs to Alice and Bob are (u′′, v′′) respectively. For k odd, let
hk = B
(
Ψu,vk,B′
k
,Ψu
′,v
k,B′
k
)
and for even k, let
hk = B
(
Ψu,vk,A′
k
,Ψu,v
′
k,A′
k
)
.
Then
B
(
Ψu
′,v
r,A′r
,Ψu
′,v′
r,A′r
)
≤ hr + hr−1 + 2
r−2∑
k=1
hk.
The following lemma (see also [15]) formalizes the following intuition: In a quantum
protocol with communication q, the amount of information that Bob has about Alice’s input
at any time point is at most 2q (note that the factor of 2 is necessary because of super-dense
coding.).
I Lemma 25. Let Π be a quantum protocol with the inputs of Alice and Bob (X,Y ) being
jointly distributed. Alice has an additional input U which is independent of both (X,Y ). Let
µ denote the distribution of inputs so that µ(x, u, y) = µ(x, y)µ(u). Let the total pure state
after the kth round of the protocol be
|Ψk〉XX˜Y Y˜ A′
k
B′
k
=
∑
x,y
√
µ(x, y)µ(u) |xxuu〉
XX˜UU˜
|yy〉
Y Y˜
|Θx,u,yk 〉A′
k
B′
k
.
Then
I(B′kY Y˜ : U |X)Ψk ≤ 2qk.
Here qk is communication cost up to round k. A similar statement holds by reversing the
roles of Alice and Bob.
Proof. We prove the first inequality by induction on k. The inequality holds trivially for
k = 0. First suppose k is even, so that Bob sent the last message. Then,
I(B′kY Y˜ : U |X)Ψk ≤ I(B′k−1Y Y˜ : U |X)Ψk−1 (Fact 17.D)
≤ 2qk−1 ≤ 2qk,
where the first inequality follows by induction step.
Now suppose k is odd, so that Alice sent the last message. By our notation, B′k ≡ CkBk
where Ck is Alice’s message. Then,
I(B′kY Y˜ : U |X)Ψk = I(CkBkY Y˜ : U |X)Ψk
≤ I(BkY Y˜ : U |X)Ψk + 2S(Ck|X) (Fact 17.H)
= I(B′k−1Y Y˜ : U |X)Ψk−1 + 2S(Ck|X)
≤ 2qk−1 + 2|Ck| = 2qk,
where last inequality follows from induction step. J
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3 Separation
In this section we establish the main result, a nearly quadratic separation between quantum
communication complexity and the logarithm of approximate rank, which we restate below.
I Theorem 1. There is a family of total functions F : X × Y → {0, 1} with Q∗(F ) =
Ω˜
(
log2 rk1/3(F )
)
.
Our proof is organized as follows. In Section 3.1 we define lookup functions, which we will
use to construct the function achieving the separation in Theorem 1. Then in Section 3.2 we
prove Theorem 1 using results from later sections. More precisely, we prove the upper bound
on our function’s approximate rank using Theorem 28, proved in Section 4. We prove the
lower bound using Corollary 29, which follows from Theorem 33 in Section 5. Theorem 28
and Corollary 29 provide a black-box way of using the results of Section 4 and Section 5
without delving into their proofs.
3.1 Lookup functions
We define a simpler version of lookup functions than the ones used in [5], since we only deal
with total functions in this paper. This is only for simplicity, and the lower bound shown in
this paper also applies to the more general lookup functions for partial functions defined in
[5].
First, for any function F : X ×Y → {0, 1} and integer c > 0, we can define a new function
F c : X c × Yc → {0, 1}c as F c((x1, . . . , xc), (y1, . . . , yc)) = (F (x1, y1), . . . , F (xc, yc)), which
takes c inputs to F and outputs the answers to all c inputs. F c is simply the problem of
computing F on c independent inputs and outputting all c answers.
An (F,G)-lookup function, denoted FG , is defined by a function F : X ×Y → {0, 1} and a
family G = {G0, . . . , G2c−1} of functions, where each Gi : (X c ×{0, 1}m)× (Yc ×{0, 1}m)→
{0, 1}. It can be viewed as a generalization of the address function. Alice receives input
x = (x1, . . . , xc) ∈ X c and u = (u0, . . . , u2c−1) ∈ {0, 1}m2c and likewise Bob receives input
y = (y1, . . . , yc) ∈ Yc and v = (v0, . . . , v2c−1) ∈ {0, 1}m2c . We refer to the inputs (x,y) as
the “address part” of the input and the inputs (u,v) as the “array part” of the input. We
will refer to ui and vi as a “cell” of the array. The address, `, is determined by the evaluation
of F on (x1, y1), . . . , (xc, yc), that is ` = F c(x,y) ∈ {0, 1}c. This address (interpreted as
an integer in {0, . . . , 2c − 1}) then determines which function, out of the 2c functions Gi,
the players should evaluate and which pair of cells, out of the 2c possible pairs (ui, vi), of
the array are relevant to the output of the function. The goal of the players is to output
G`(x, u`,y, v`). The formal definition is the following.
I Definition 26 ((F,G)-lookup function for total F ). Let F : X ×Y → {0, 1} be a function and
G = {G0, . . . , G2c−1} a family of functions, where each Gi : (X c×{0, 1}m)×(Yc×{0, 1}m)→
{0, 1}. An (F,G)-lookup function, denoted FG , is a function
FG : (X c × {0, 1}m2c)× (Yc × {0, 1}m2c)→ {0, 1}
defined as follows. Let x = (x1, . . . , xc) ∈ X c, y = (y1, . . . , yc) ∈ Yc, u = (u0, . . . , u2c−1) ∈
{0, 1}m2c , and v = (v0, . . . , v2c−1) ∈ {0, 1}m2c . Then
FG(x,u,y,v) = G`(x, u`,y, v`),
where ` = F c(x,y).
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IP lookup function transformation−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ IPG
log
(
1
disc(IP)
)
= Ω(n) Corollary 29===========⇒ Q∗(IPG) = Ω(n)
size(IP) = O(n) Theorem 28===========⇒ log rk1/3(IPG) = O˜(
√
n)
Figure 1 High-level overview of our separation. Here IP : {0, 1}n × {0, 1}n → {0, 1} is the inner
product function, disc is the discrepancy, and size is the circuit size.
Since we only deal with total functions F , we will not need to impose a consistency
condition for instances where some input to F is outside its domain. (In [5], this condition
was called “consistency outside F .”)
In order to show lower bounds on the communication complexity of FG (Theorem 33) we
add two constraints on the family G as in [5].
I Definition 27 (Nontrivial XOR family). Let G = {G0, . . . , G2c−1} a family of communication
functions, where each Gi : (X c × {0, 1}m) × (Yc × {0, 1}m) → {0, 1}. We say that G is a
nontrivial XOR family if the following conditions hold.
1. (Nontriviality) For all x = (x1, . . . , xc) ∈ X c and y = (y1, . . . , yc) ∈ Yc, if we have
` = F c(x,y) ∈ {0, 1}c then there exist u, v, u′, v′ ∈ {0, 1}m such that G`(x, u,y, v) 6=
G`(x, u′,y, v′).
2. (XOR function) For all i ∈ {0, . . . , 2c − 1}, u, u′, v, v′ ∈ {0, 1}m and x = (x1, . . . , xc) ∈
X c,y = (y1, . . . , yc) ∈ Yc if u⊕ v = u′ ⊕ v′ then Gi(x, u,y, v) = Gi(x, u′,y, v′).
The first condition simply enforces that the content of the correct part of the array, i.e.,
(u`, v`), is relevant to the output of the function in the sense that there is some setting of
these bits that makes the function true and another setting that makes it false.
The second condition enforces that the output of the function only depends on u` ⊕ v`,
and not u` and v` individually. This is just one way of combining the arrays of Alice and Bob
to form one virtual array that contains 2c cells. Other combining functions are also possible.
3.2 Separation
We can now prove the separation using results from Section 4 and Section 5. Our proof
strategy is depicted in Figure 1.
The separating function is going to be a lookup function FG defined by a function
F : X × Y → {0, 1} and a function family G = {G0, . . . , G2c−1}. We will choose F to be the
well-known inner product function IP : {0, 1}n × {0, 1}n → {0, 1} defined as
IP(x, y) =
n⊕
i=1
(xi ∧ yi).
The communication complexity of the inner product function is well understood and is
Θ(n) in all the models discussed in this paper. In fact, even log sign-rank(F ) = Θ(n) [17],
where sign-rank(F ) is defined as the minimum rank of a matrix G such that `∞(F −G) < 1/2.
To define our function family G, we use the following theorem proved in Section 4.
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I Theorem 28. Let F be a total function with circuit size size(F ). Then for all c > 0, there
exists a nontrivial family of XOR functions G = {G0, G1, . . . , G2c−1}, such that
log rk1/3(FG) = O˜(c3/2
√
size(F )).
This theorem gives us a function family G and proves that for this family we have
log rk1/3(IPG) = O˜(c3/2
√
size(IP)) = O˜(c3/2
√
n), (1)
where we use the fact that size(IP) = O(n). This follows because IP is a parity of size n
composed with an And function on two bits, and has a circuit of size O(n) consisting of a
logn-depth tree of fanin-2 Xor gates with fanin-2 And gates at the bottom.
To show the lower bound, we use the following corollary of Theorem 33.
I Corollary 29. Let FG be an (F,G)-lookup function for a function F and a nontrivial family
of XOR functions G = {G0, G1, . . . , G2c−1} with c = Θ(log(Q∗(F ))). Then
Q∗(FG) = Ω(log(1/disc(F ))).
Here disc(F ) is the discrepancy of F (Definition 6). Since log(1/disc(IP)) = Ω(n) [27,
Example 3.19], using Theorem 33 we have
Q∗(IPG) = Ω(log(1/disc(IP))) = Ω(n). (2)
We can now choose c = Θ(logn) to satisfy the conditions of Corollary 29. Thus (1) yields
log rk1/3(IPG) = O˜(
√
n),
which together with (2) gives us Q∗(IPG) = Ω˜(log2(rk1/3(IPG))), proving Theorem 1.
4 Upper bound on approximate rank of lookup functions
The aim of this section is to prove Theorem 28. Proving this will require some work and we
will need to carefully choose our function family G = {G0, . . . , G2c−1}. To do this, we first
introduce the concept of an unambiguous lookup function.
I Definition 30. Let FG be an (F,G)-lookup function for a function F : X ×Y → {0, 1} and a
function family G = {G0, G1, . . . , G2c−1}. We say that FG is an unambiguous lookup function
if G` evaluating to 1 certifies that F c(x,y) = `. That is, for all x, u,y, v, G`(x, u,y, v) =
1⇒ F c(x,y) = `.
Note that not all lookup functions are unambiguous even if we enforce the nontrivial
XOR family condition (Definition 27), since the condition for when Gi evaluates to 1 need
not even depend on x and y. For example, Gi(x, u,y, v) could simply be some nonconstant
function of the string u⊕ v. However, the condition of unambiguity is quite natural, and the
lookup functions used in prior work are unambiguous lookup functions (or can be slightly
modified to be unambiguous).
The advantage of unambiguous lookup functions is that we can upper bound their
approximate rank as follows.
I Lemma 31. Let FG be an unambiguous (F,G)-lookup function. Then we have
log rk1/3(FG) = O(c ·max
i
Q∗(Gi)).
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Proof. We start by observing that the unambiguity condition implies that for any input
(x,u,y,v), at most one of the functions Gi(x, ui,y, vi) equals 1. Indeed, only G`(x, u`,y, v`)
can potentially evaluate to 1, where ` = F c(x,y).
In other words, when FG(x,u,y,v) = 1 we must have G`(x, u`,y, v`) = 1 for ` = F c(x, y)
and Gi(x, ui,y, vi) = 0 for all i 6= `. On the other hand, when FG(x,u,y,v) = 0 we must
have Gi(x, ui,y, vi) = 0 for all i ∈ {0, . . . , 2c − 1}.
This means the communication matrix of FG equals the sum of the communication
matrices of Gi over all i. More precisely, we extend the definition of Gi to have it take all of
(x,u,y,v) as input in the natural way (i.e., it ignores all the other cells of the array except
ui and vi). This observation directly yields
rk(FG) ≤
2c−1∑
i=0
rk(Gi).
The same inequality does not immediately hold for approximate rank, because the errors in
the approximation can add up. So even though A =
∑
iBi, if B˜i satisfies `∞(B˜i−Bi) ≤ 1/3,
it is not necessarily the case that `∞(A−
∑
i B˜i) ≤ 1/3. However, if each B˜i is an excellent
approximation to Bi, then their sum will still be a good approximation to A. More precisely,
it is still the case that
rk1/3(FG) ≤
2c−1∑
i=0
rkε(Gi),
where ε ≤ 2−c/3, since the definition of approximate rank allows error at most 1/3. This
yields
rk(FG) ≤ 2c max
i
rkε(Gi) =⇒ log rk1/3(FG) ≤ c+ max
i
log rkε(Gi).
Since log of approximate rank lower bounds quantum communication complexity, we have
that log rkε(Gi) ≤ Q∗ε(Gi). By using standard error reduction, we have that Q∗ε(Gi) for
ε = 2−c/3 is at most O(cQ∗(Gi)). Hence log rk1/3(FG) = O(c ·maxi Q∗(Gi)). J
To prove Theorem 28, we need a tool for taking a function F and finding a collection G
such that FG is an unambiguous lookup function, and Q∗(Gi) is small for all Gi ∈ G. The
following lemma provides such a tool.
I Lemma 32. Let F : {0, 1}n × {0, 1}n → {0, 1} be a total function with circuit size size(F )
(i.e., F can be computed by a Boolean circuit with size(F ) gates of constant fanin).
Then for all c > 0, there exists a nontrivial family G = {G0, G1, . . . , G2c−1} of XOR
functions, such that FG is an unambiguous lookup function and for all i ∈ {0, . . . , 2c − 1},
Q∗(Gi) = O˜(
√
c size(F )).
Proof. We need to construct functions Gi(x, u,y, v) that lead to an unambiguous lookup
function (Definition 30), that are a nontrivial XOR family (Definition 27) and have Q∗(Gi) =
O˜(
√
c size(F )).
Each Gi will check that ui ⊕ vi has a very special type of certificate that proves that
F c(x, y) = i. If it contains such a certificate, Gi will output 1 and otherwise it will output 0.
This takes care of the unambiguity condition. Since Gi only depends on ui ⊕ vi, it will be an
XOR family and since it only evaluates to 1 on a certificate, it will be nontrivial.
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We now construct the certificate. Let size(F ) = m, which means that there is a circuit
that takes in (x, y) as input and outputs F (x, y) using at most m constant fanin gates. The
cell ui ⊕ vi will contain c certificates, each certifying that the corresponding input to F
evaluates to correct bit of i. For one instance of F , the certificate is constructed as follows.
The certificate has to provide a full evaluation of the circuit of size m on (x, y) by providing
the correct values for the inputs and outputs of all m gates. The final gate should, of course,
evaluate the claimed output value for F . The inputs to the first level, which are inputs
belonging to either Alice or Bob, should be consistent with the true inputs that Alice and
Bob hold. For a circuit of size m, a certificate of this sort has size O˜(m) (with a log factor
to account for describing the labels of gates), and hence the entire certificate has size O˜(cm).
If the inputs are consistent with Alice’s and Bob’s input, and all the gates are evaluated
correctly, then the output of the circuit will be F (x, y) and the output string for all c circuits
will indeed be F c(x,y) = `. If this output string is consistent with i, then Gi accepts and
otherwise rejects.
It is easy to see that G satisfies the first two properties we wanted. It remains to upper
bound Q∗(Gi). As a warmup, note that the deterministic communication complexity of Gi
is at most O˜(cm). This is because Alice and Bob can simply send all of ui and vi to each
other, which costs O˜(cm) communication. They can then check that their inputs are correct,
the circuit evaluation is correct, and the circuits evaluate to i.
A similar algorithm, using Grover’s algorithm to search for a discrepancy, yields the
quantum algorithm. Alice and Bob first check that the O(cm) inputs in the circuits (there
are O(m) inputs per F , and there are c copies of F ) are consistent with their part of the input
using O˜(
√
cm) communication using Grover’s algorithm. They can then Grover search over
all cm gates to check if their inputs and outputs are consistent, which again takes O˜(
√
cm)
communication. The final step is to check that the output bits equal i. This takes O˜(
√
c)
communication using Grover search. Hence the total quantum communication complexity of
Gi is O˜(
√
cm) = O˜(
√
c size(F )). J
Lemma 31 and Lemma 32 straightforwardly imply Theorem 28.
5 Lower bound on quantum communication complexity of lookup
functions
In this section, we prove our main theorem, which is the following:
I Theorem 33. Let F : X × Y → {0, 1, ∗} be a (partial) function, c ≥ 5 log(Q∗1/3(F )) and
r ≥ 1 be an integer. Let G = {G0, . . . , G2c−1} be a nontrivial family of XOR functions where
each Gi : (X c × {0, 1}m)× (Yc × {0, 1}m)→ {0, 1}, and let FG be the (F,G)-lookup function.
Let δ = 1109cr2 . For any 1/3-error r-round protocol Π for FG, there exists a
1
2 − δ3 -error
protocol Π′ for F such that
QCC(Π′) = O(QCC(Π)).
Before proving this, we show how it implies the corollary used in Section 3, which we
restate.
I Corollary 29. Let FG be an (F,G)-lookup function for a function F and a nontrivial family
of XOR functions G = {G0, G1, . . . , G2c−1} with c = Θ(log(Q∗(F ))). Then
Q∗(FG) = Ω(log(1/disc(F ))).
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∀µ
∃ Π′ for F with err(Π′) ≤ 12 − δ3 , QCC(Π′) = O(QCC(Π))
Fact 21 (Minimax principle)
(A1)
QCC(Π) ≤ δ2c ?
(A2)
∆(XL,X ⊗W ) ≤ cδ3 ?
(A3) ∀i ∀k
I(AkUU˜X−iY−i;Li|Xi)ψk ≤ δ,
I(BkV V˜ X−iY−i;Li|Yi)ψk ≤ δ ?
Claim 35
∃ Πµ errµ(Πµ) ≤ 12 − δ3 , QCC(Πµ) ≤ QCC(Π) + 1
Claim 37
Claim 38
contradiction
Claim 23 Claim 22
Yes
Yes
No No
Yes
No
(4)
(6)
Figure 2 The structure of the proof of Theorem 33. Note that Claim 35 and Claim 37 only follow
if both of their incoming arcs hold.
Proof. Let Π be a protocol for FG with QCC(Π) = Q∗(F ). Then from Theorem 33, we
have Q∗ε(F ) = O(Q∗(FG)), where ε = 12 − δ3 , δ = 1109cr2 , and r ≤ QCC(Π) = Q∗(FG)) is
the number of rounds in Π. Now from Theorem 7, we know that Q∗ε(F ) = Ω
(
log 1−2εdisc(F )
)
.
Combining these with the fact that cr2 = O(Q∗(FG)) we get
Q∗(FG) = Ω
(
log 1− 2εdisc(F )
)
= Ω
(
log
(
1
disc(F )
)
− log(cr2)
)
= Ω
(
log
(
1
disc(F )
)
− log Q∗(FG)
)
,
which implies the statement to be proved, as Q∗(FG) = ω(log Q∗(FG)). J
Proof of Theorem 33. We explain here the overall structure of the argument which is also
displayed visually in Figure 2.
Rule out trivial protocols. We first rule out the easy case where the protocol we are given,
Π, has high quantum communication cost. More precisely, we check if the following condition
holds.
QCC(Π) < δ2c. (A1)
If this does not hold then QCC(Π) ≥ δ2c = Ω(Q∗(F )). By choosing the protocol whose
communication complexity is Q∗(F ), we obtain a protocol Π′ for F with QCC(Π′) = Q∗(F ) =
O(QCC(Π)) and we are done. Hence for the rest of the proof we may assume (A1).
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Protocols correct on a distribution. Instead of directly constructing a protocol Π′ for F
that is correct on all inputs with bounded error, we instead construct for every distribution
µ on dom(F ), a protocol Πµ that does well on µ and then use Fact 21 to construct our final
protocol. More precisely, for every µ over dom(F ) we construct a protocol Πµ for F that has
the following properties:
QCC(Πµ) = QCC(Π) + 1 and errµ(Πµ) < 1/2− δ/3. (3)
Hence for the remainder of the proof let µ be any distribution over dom(F ) and our aim
is to construct a protocol satisfying (3).
Construct a distribution for FG. Using the distribution µ on dom(F ), we now construct a
distribution over the inputs to FG . Let the random variable T be defined as follows:
T := (X1, . . . , Xc, U0, . . . , U2c−1, Y1, . . . , Yc, V0, . . . , V2c−1),
where for all i ∈ [c], XiYi is distributed according to µ and independent of all other
random variables and for j ∈ {0, . . . , 2c − 1}, UjVj are uniformly distributed in {0, 1}2m
and independent of all other variables. For i ∈ [c], we define Li := F (Xi, Yi). We also
define X := (X1, . . . , Xc), Y := (Y1, . . . , Yc), L := (L1, . . . , Lc), U := (U0, . . . , U2c−1) and
V := (V1, . . . , V2c−1). Lastly, for i ∈ [c], we define X−i := X1, . . . , Xi−1, Xi+1, . . . , Xc and
X<i := X1, . . . , Xi−1. Similar definitions hold for L and Y . Let Ak, Bk be the registers of
Alice and Bob after round k of protocol Π. The total pure state after round k can be written
as follows:
|ψk〉XX˜UU˜Y Y˜ V V˜ AkBk =
∑
x,u,y,v
√
µT (x, u, y, v) |xx〉XX˜ |uu〉UU˜ |yy〉Y Y˜ |vv〉V V˜ |ψ
x,u,y,v
k 〉AkBk
Here µT is the distribution of the random variable T . X˜, U˜ , Y˜ , V˜ are registers that purify
the classical inputs X,U, Y, V respectively.
Rule out easy distributions µ. We now show that if µ is such that the output of F (X,Y )
is predictable simply by looking at Alice’s input X, then this distribution is easy and we can
construct a protocol Πµ that does well on this distribution since Alice can simply guess the
value of F (X,Y ) after seeing X. More precisely, we check if the following condition holds.
∆(XL,X ⊗W ) ≤ cδ/3, (A2)
where W is the uniform distribution on {0, 1}c.
If the condition does not hold, we invoke Claim 23 with ε = δ/3. Then we must be in
case (a) of this claim and hence we get the desired protocol Πµ. Therefore we can assume
(A2) holds.
Construct new protocols Πi. We now define a collection of protocols Πi for each i ∈ [c].
Πi is a protocol in which Alice and Bob receive inputs from dom(F ). We construct Πi as
follows: Given the input pair (Xi, Yi) distributed according to µ, Alice and Bob use shared
entanglement X−iX˜−iY−iY˜−i (Alice holds X−iX˜−i and Bob holds Y−iY˜−i), where X−iY−i
are distributed according to µ⊗c−1 and X˜−iY˜−i purify X−iY−i in a canonical way. They also
use shared entanglement UU˜V V˜ (Alice holds UU˜ and Bob holds V V˜ ), where U and V are
uniformly distributed and U˜ V˜ purify UV in a canonical way. Note that Alice and Bob now
have inputs XU and Y V distributed according to T . They then run protocol Π. It is clear
that for all i ∈ [c], QCC(Πi) = QCC(Π).
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Rule out informative protocols Πi. If any of the protocols Πi that we constructed has a
lot of information about Li, then we can use Claim 22 to design a protocol for F . Hence, we
can assume that for each 1 ≤ k ≤ r,
I(AkUU˜X−iY−i;Li|Xi)ψk , I(BkV V˜ X−iY−i;Li|Yi)ψk ≤ δ. (A3)
Obtain a contradiction. We have already established that (A1), (A2), and (A3) must hold,
otherwise we have obtained our protocol Πµ. We will now show that if (A1), (A2), and (A3)
simultaneously hold, then we obtain a contradiction. To show this, we use some claims that
are proved after this theorem.
First we apply Claim 34 to get the following from (A1) and (A2).
∀k ∈ {1, . . . , r} : Ex,l←XLB2
(
ψx
k,BkY Y˜ V V˜ Ul
, ψx
k,BkY Y˜ V V˜
⊗ ψUl
)
≤ q2c +
cδ
3 . (4)
Here q = QCC(Π)/2. Intuitively this claim asserts that for a typical x and `, Bob (conditioned
on X = x) has very little information about the cell U` at the end of round k, which is
quantified by saying their joint state is close to being a product state. This would be false
without assuming (A1) because if there was no upper bound on the communication in Π, then
Alice could simply communicate all of U , in which case Bob would have a lot of information
about any Uj . We need (A2) as well, since otherwise it is possible that the correct answer `
is easily predicted by Alice by looking at her input alone, in which case she can send over
the contents of cell U` to Bob. A symmetric statement also follows with Alice and Bob
interchanged.
We then apply Claim 35 to get the following from (A3).
∀k ∈ {1, . . . , r} : Ex,l←XLB2
(
ψx,l
k,BkY Y˜ V V˜ Ul
, ψx,l
k,BkY Y˜ V V˜
⊗ ψUl
)
≤ 3 ·
(
q
2c +
cδ
3 + 2cδ
)
.
(5)
Intuitively, this claim asserts that for a typical x and `, Bob (conditioned on X = x and
L = `) has very little information about the cell U` at the end of round k, which is quantified
by saying their joint state is close to being a product state. A symmetric statement also
follows for Alice. Equation 5 implies the following relation, which is proved in Claim 36:
Prx,y,l,ul,vl←X,Y,L,UL,VL [Gl(x, y, ul, vl) = α(x, y)] ≤ 1/100, where α(x, y) is either 0 or 1. We
then proceed to apply Claim 37.
We then apply Claim 38, which uses (4) and (5) and Claim 37, to obtain the following.
There exists, x, y, l, u˜l, v˜l, ˜˜ul, ˜˜vl such that,
∆
(
(ψx,y,l,u˜l ,˜vl
r,ArU−lU˜−l
, ψx,y,l,u˜l ,˜˜vl
r,ArU−lU˜−l
)
≤ 1000r ·
√(
q
2c +
cδ
3 + 2cδ
)
< 0.1,
Gl(x, y, u˜l, v˜l) = 1 and Gl(x, y, u˜l, ˜˜vl) = 0. (6)
We assume (w.l.o.g) that Alice gives the answer in round r. From above
|Pr(Alice outputs 1 on (x, y, u˜l, v˜l))− Pr(Alice outputs 1 on (x, y, u˜l, ˜˜vl))| < 0.1.
This is a contradiction since Gl(x, y, u˜l, v˜l) = 1 and Gl(x, y, u˜l, ˜˜vl) = 0 and the error of Π on
any input is at most 1/3.
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Minimax argument. Note that in all branches where we did not reach a contradiction,
we constructed a protocol satisfying (3). Hence we constructed, for any µ over dom(F ), a
protocol Πµ that satisfies (3). We now use Fact 21 to complete the proof. J
This completes the proof of the theorem, except for the claims Claim 34, Claim 35,
Claim 36, Claim 37, and Claim 38 that we did not prove. We now prove these claims.
5.1 Proof of claims
I Claim 34. Suppose QCC(Π) = 2q and ∆(XL,X ⊗W ) ≤ δ1. Then
Ex,l←XLB2
(
ψx
k,BkY Y˜ V V˜ Ul
, ψx
k,BkY Y˜ V V˜
⊗ ψUl
)
≤ q2c + δ1.
for all 1 ≤ k ≤ r. Here ψUl is the maximally mixed state on the register Ul (in other words
a random variable which is uniformly distributed.)
Proof. We have
q ≥ I(BkY Y˜ V V˜ ;U0, . . . , U2c−1|X)ψk (Lemma 25)
≥
2c−1∑
l=0
I(BkY Y˜ V V˜ ;Ul|X)ψk (Fact 17.F)
= 2c · Ex,l←X⊗W I(BkY Y˜ V V˜ ;Ul|X = x)ψk
≥ 2c · Ex,l←X⊗WB2
(
ψx
k,BkY Y˜ V V˜ Ul
, ψx
k,BkY Y˜ V V˜
⊗ ψUl
)
(Fact 17.J).
This implies that
Ex,l←X⊗WB2
(
ψx
k,BkY Y˜ V V˜ Ul
, ψx
k,BkY Y˜ V V˜
⊗ ψUl
)
≤ q2c .
Since ∆(XL,X ⊗W ) ≤ δ1 and B2(ρ, σ) ≤ 1 always, this proves the claim as well. J
The next claim intuitively says that, if the communication cost of Π is small, then at any
point during the protocol, Bob’s register has small information about the correct cheat sheet
cell.
I Claim 35. Assume in addition to the assumptions of Claim 34, the following condition
holds: for all i ∈ [c], let
I(AkUU˜X−iY−i;Li|Xi)ψk ≤ δ.
Then
Ex,l←XLB2
(
ψx,l
k,BkY Y˜ V V˜ Ul
, ψx,l
k,BkY Y˜ V V˜
⊗ ψUl
)
≤ 3 ·
( q
2c + δ1 + 2cδ
)
for all 1 ≤ k ≤ r.
Proof. We first prove that the register Ak carries low information about L i.e.
I(AkUU˜ ;L|X)ψk ≤ cδ.
This follows from the following chain of inequalities:
δ ≥ I(AkUU˜X−iY−i;Li|Xi)ψk
≥ I(AkUU˜X−iL<i;Li|Xi)ψk (Fact 17.D and Fact 17.J)
≥ I(AkUU˜ ;Li|L<i, X)ψk (Fact 17.E).
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By summing the inequality over i, we get
cδ ≥
c∑
i=1
I(AkUU˜ ;Li|L<i, X)ψk
= I(AkUU˜ ;L|X)ψk (Fact 17.C).
This implies using Fact 17.J:
Ex,l←XLB2
(
ψx,l
k,AkUU˜
, ψx
k,AkUU˜
)
≤ cδ. (7)
Now consider the following two pure states (one conditioned on x, l and the other conditioned
on x):∣∣ψx,l〉
k,Y Y˜ V V˜ UU˜AkBk
=
∑
y,v,u
√
µT (y, v, u|X = x, L = l) |uu〉UU˜ |yy〉Y Y˜ |vv〉V V˜ |ψxuyv〉k,AkBk
and
|ψx〉
k,Y Y˜ V V˜ UU˜AkBk
=
∑
y,v,u
√
µT (y, v, u|X = x) |uu〉UU˜ |yy〉Y Y˜ |vv〉V V˜ |ψx,u,y,v〉k,AkBk .
The marginals of these states on the systems AkUU˜ are close as shown above. Now by
Uhlmann’s theorem (Fact 12), there exists a unitary acting on the systems BkY Y˜ V V˜ (and
the unitary depends on x, l) Ux,l
BkY Y˜ V V˜
s.t.
B2
(
1
AkUU˜
⊗ Ux,l
BkY Y˜ V V˜
∣∣ψx,l〉
k,AkUU˜BkY Y˜ V V˜
, |ψx〉
k,AkUU˜BkY Y˜ V V˜
)
= B2
(
ψx,l
k,AkUU˜
, ψx
k,AkUU˜
)
. (8)
The unitary Ux,l
BkY Y˜ V V˜
should be intuitively thought of as implementing the operation of
“forgetting L". Hence Equation (7) gives us that:
Ex,l←XLB2
(
1
AkUU˜
⊗ Ux,l
BkY Y˜ V V˜
∣∣ψx,l〉
k,AkUU˜BkY Y˜ V V˜
, |ψx〉
k,AkUU˜BkY Y˜ V V˜
)
≤ cδ. (9)
For all (x, `), define,
φx,` = 1
AkUU˜
⊗ Ux,l
BkY Y˜ V V˜
∣∣ψx,l〉
k,AkUU˜BkY Y˜ V V˜
.
Combining Equation (9) with the monotonicity of Bures metric (Fact 14), we obtain the
following:
Ex,l←XLB2
(
φx,l
k,BkY Y˜ V V˜ Ul
, ψx
k,BkY Y˜ V V˜ Ul
)
≤ cδ (10)
and
Ex,l←XLB2
(
φx,l
k,BkY Y˜ V V˜
, ψx
k,BkY Y˜ V V˜
)
≤ cδ. (11)
Furthermore, combining Equation (11) with Fact 13.B, we obtain:
Ex,l←XLB2
(
φx,l
k,BkY Y˜ V V˜
⊗ ψUl , ψxk,BkY Y˜ V V˜ ⊗ ψUl
)
≤ cδ. (12)
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Claim 34 gives us that:
Ex,l←XLB2
(
ψx
k,BkY Y˜ V V˜ Ul
, ψx
k,BkY Y˜ V V˜
⊗ ψUl
)
≤ q2c + δ1. (13)
Now combining Equations (10), (12) and (13) along with weak triangle inequality for square
of Bures metric (Fact 13.A) and Fact 14, we obtain:
Ex,l←XLB2
(
ψx,l
k,BkY Y˜ V V˜ Ul
, ψx,l
k,BkY Y˜ V V˜
⊗ ψUl
)
= Ex,l←XLB2
(
φx,l
k,BkY Y˜ V V˜ Ul
, φx,l
k,BkY Y˜ V V˜
⊗ ψUl
)
≤ 3 ·
( q
2c + δ1 + 2cδ
)
. J
I Claim 36. Assuming the conclusion from Claim 35, it holds that
Prx,y,l,ul,vl←X,Y,L,UL,VL [Gl(x, y, ul, vl) = α(x, y)] ≤ 1/100,
where α(x, y) is either 0 or 1 for every x, y.
Proof. Using monotonicity and partial measurement (Fact 17.D and Fact 17.B), we have
that:
Ex,y,l,ul,vl←XY LULVLB2
(
ψx,y,l,ul,vlr,Br , ψ
x,y,l,vl
r,Br
)
≤ 3 ·
(
q
2c +
cδ
3 + 2cδ
)
Let the output register be called O. Then, from our choice of parameters and monotonicity
(Fact 17.D), above inequality implies
Ex,y,l,ul,vl←XY LULVLB2
(
ψx,y,l,ul,vlr,O , ψ
x,y,l,vl
r,O
)
≤ 1/400 (14)
Since protocol makes an error of at most 1/400 (which can be assumed due to Fact 20),
we have that
Ex,y,l,ul,vl←XY LULVLB2(ψ
x,y,l,ul,vl
r,O , |Gl(x, y, ul, vl)〉〈Gl(x, y, ul, vl)|) ≤ 1/400. (15)
On the other hand, since the look-up function is an XOR family, we find that for a fixed
x, y (and hence a fixed l),
Eul←UL |Gl(x, y, ul, vl)〉〈Gl(x, y, ul, vl)| =Prul,vl←Ul,Vl|x,y,l[Gl(x, y, ul, vl) = 0] |0〉〈0|
+Prul,vl←Ul,Vl|x,y,l[Gl(x, y, ul, vl) = 1] |1〉〈1| .
Define
p0x,y,l = Prul,vl←Ul,Vl|x,y,l[Gl(x, y, ul, vl) = 0],
p1x,y,l = Prul,vl←Ul,Vl|x,y,l[Gl(x, y, ul, vl) = 1].
Then above equation, along with Equation (15) implies that
Ex,y,l,ul,vl←XY LUlVlB2(ψ
x,y,l,vl
r,O , p
0
x,y,l |0〉〈0|+ p1x,y,l |1〉〈1|) ≤ 1/400
which in conjunction with Equation 14 and triangle inequality gives us
Ex,y,l,ul,vl←XY LUlVlB2(|Gl(x, y, ul, vl)〉〈Gl(x, y, ul, vl)| , p0x,y,l |0〉〈0|+p1x,y,l |1〉〈1|) ≤ 1/100.
(16)
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This directly implies that we cannot have both p0x,y,l, p1x,y,l large. More formally, for every
x, y, let α(x, y) be such that pα(x,y)x,y,l < p
1−α(x,y)
x,y,l . Then it is clear that
B2(|Gl(x, y, ul, vl)〉〈Gl(x, y, ul, vl)| , p0x,y,l |0〉〈0|+ p1x,y,l |1〉〈1|) > pα(x,y)x,y,l ,
which in turn implies (when used in Equation 16),
Ex,y,l←XY Lpα(x,y)x,y,l = Ex,y,l,ul,vl←XY LUlVlp
α(x,y)
x,y,l ≤ 1/100.
Recalling the definition of pα(x,y)x,y,l , this immediately gives us
Ex,y,l←XY LPrul,vl←Ul,Vl|x,y,l[Gl(x, y, ul, vl) = α(x, y)] ≤ 1/100.
This completes the proof. J
I Claim 37. Assume that the assumptions of Claim 34 and Claim 35 hold. In addition,
I(BkV V˜ X−iY−i;Li|Yi)ψk ≤ δ
and
Prx,y,l,ul,vl←X,Y,L,UL,VL [Gl(x, y, ul, vl) = α(x, y)] ≤ 1/100
also hold for α(x, y) ∈ {0, 1} for every x, y. Then there exist x, y, l = l(x, y), u˜l, v˜l, ˜˜ul, ˜˜vl s.t.
the following conditions hold:
1. Gl(x, y, u˜l, v˜l) = α(x, y).
2. Gl(x, y, u˜l, ˜˜vl) = Gl(x, y, ˜˜ul, ˜˜vl) = Gl(x, y, ˜˜ul, v˜l) = 1− α(x, y).
3.
∑r
k=1 B
(
ψx,y,u,v
k,BkV−lV˜−l
, ψx,y,v
k,BkV−lV˜−l
)
≤ 80r ·
√(
q
2c + δ1 + 2cδ
)
,
for any choice of (u, v) = (u˜l, ˜˜vl), (˜˜ul, ˜˜vl), (˜˜ul, v˜l).
4.
∑r
k=1 B
(
ψx,y,u,v
k,AkU−lU˜−l
, ψx,y,u
k,AkU−lU˜−l
)
≤ 80r ·
√(
q
2c + δ1 + 2cδ
)
,
for any choice of (u, v) = (u˜l, ˜˜vl), (˜˜ul, ˜˜vl), (˜˜ul, v˜l).
Proof. By Claim 35, we have that for all 1 ≤ k ≤ r,
Ex,l←XLB2
(
ψx,l
k,BkY Y˜ V V˜ Ul
, ψx,l
k,BkY Y˜ V V˜
⊗ ψUl
)
≤ 3 ·
( q
2c + δ1 + 2cδ
)
.
By monotonicity of Bures metric (Fact 14), we get that
Ex,l←XLB2
(
ψx,l
k,BkY V−lV˜−lUlVl
, ψx,l
k,BkY V−lV˜−lVl
⊗ ψUl
)
≤ 3 ·
( q
2c + δ1 + 2cδ
)
.
Note that in both the states above, the marginal state on registers UlVl is maximally mixed.
Then by the partial measurement property of the square of Bures metric, Fact 13.C, we get
that
Ex,y,l,ul,vl←XY LULVLB2
(
ψx,y,l,ul,vl
k,BkV−lV˜−l
, ψx,y,l,vl
k,BkV−lV˜−l
)
≤ 3 ·
( q
2c + δ1 + 2cδ
)
.
Convexity of square gives us that
Ex,y,l,ul,vl←XY LULVLB
(
ψx,y,l,ul,vl
k,BkV−lV˜−l
, ψx,y,l,vl
k,BkV−lV˜−l
)
≤
√
3 ·
√( q
2c + δ1 + 2cδ
)
. (17)
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Similarly we get that for all 1 ≤ k ≤ r,
Ex,y,l,ul,vl←XY LULVLB
(
ψx,y,l,ul,vl
k,AkU−lU˜−l
, ψx,y,l,ul
k,AkU−lU˜−l
)
≤
√
3 ·
√( q
2c + δ1 + 2cδ
)
. (18)
Summing Equations (17) and (18) over k, we get the following:
Ex,y,l,ul,vl←XY LULVL
r∑
k=1
B
(
ψx,y,l,ul,vl
k,BkV−lV˜−l
, ψx,y,l,vl
k,BkV−lV˜−l
)
≤ 2r ·
√( q
2c + δ1 + 2cδ
)
.
and
Ex,y,l,ul,vl←XY LULVL
r∑
k=1
B
(
ψx,y,l,ul,vl
k,AkU−lU˜−l
, ψx,y,l,ul
k,AkU−lU˜−l
)
≤ 2r ·
√( q
2c + δ1 + 2cδ
)
.
Now by Markov’s inequality, we can find x, y, l = l(x, y) s.t. the following hold:
Prul,vl←Ul,Vl [Gl(x, y, ul, vl) = α(x, y)] ≤ 1/25, (19)
Eul,vl←UlVl
r∑
k=1
B
(
ψx,y,l,ul,vl
k,BkV−lV˜−l
, ψx,y,l,vl
k,BkV−lV˜−l
)
≤ 8r ·
√( q
2c + δ1 + 2cδ
)
, (20)
Eul,vl←UlVl
r∑
k=1
B
(
ψx,y,l,ul,vl
k,AkU−lU˜−l
, ψx,y,l,ul
k,AkU−lU˜−l
)
≤ 8r ·
√( q
2c + δ1 + 2cδ
)
. (21)
Without loss of generality, assume that α(x, y) = 1. Let us have the following two notations:
κA(ul, vl) :=
r∑
k=1
B
(
ψx,y,l,ul,vl
k,AkU−lU˜−l
, ψx,y,l,ul
k,AkU−lU˜−l
)
,
κB(ul, vl) :=
r∑
k=1
B
(
ψx,y,l,ul,vl
k,BkV−lV˜−l
, ψx,y,l,vl
k,BkV−lV˜−l
)
.
Recall that for l = l(x, y), Gl(x, y, ul, vl) is a non-trivial XOR function of the inputs ul, vl.
So there exists a t ∈ {0, 1}m s.t. Gl(x, y, u, u ⊕ t) = 1 for all u ∈ {0, 1}m. Now we will
choose u˜l, ˜˜ul, ˜˜vl uniformly and independently from {0, 1}m and set v˜l = u˜l ⊕ t. Note that
marginally, the distribution of (u, v) is uniform over {0, 1}m × {0, 1}m, for any choice of
(u, v) = (u˜l, ˜˜vl), (˜˜ul, ˜˜vl), (˜˜ul, v˜l). Hence for any choice of (u, v) = (u˜l, ˜˜vl), (˜˜ul, ˜˜vl), (˜˜ul, v˜l), from
Equations (19), (20) and (21), we get the following:
Pr
u˜l ,˜u˜l ,˜˜vl
[Gl(x, y, u, v) = 1] ≤ 1/25,
E
u˜l ,˜u˜l ,˜˜vl
κA(u, v) ≤ 8r ·
√( q
2c + δ1 + 2cδ
)
,
E
u˜l ,˜u˜l ,˜˜vl
κB(u, v) ≤ 8r ·
√( q
2c + δ1 + 2cδ
)
.
Now by a simple application of Markov’s inequality, there exists a setting of (u˜l, ˜˜ul, ˜˜vl) so
that for any choice of (u, v) = (u˜l, ˜˜vl), (˜˜ul, ˜˜vl), (˜˜ul, v˜l),
Gl(x, y, u, v) = 0,
κA(u, v) ≤ 80r ·
√( q
2c + δ1 + 2cδ
)
,
κB(u, v) ≤ 80r ·
√( q
2c + δ1 + 2cδ
)
.
This completes the proof. Note that we chose v˜l so that Gl(x, y, u˜l, v˜l) = 1. J
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The next claim will follow from the quantum-cut-and-paste lemma applied to Claim 35.
I Claim 38. Assume that the assumptions of Claim 34, Claim 35 and Claim 37 hold. Then
for the x, y, l, u˜l, v˜l, ˜˜ul, ˜˜vl in Claim 37, it holds that
∆
(
(ψx,y,l,u˜l ,˜vl
r,ArU−lU˜−l
, ψx,y,l,u˜l ,˜˜vl
r,ArU−lU˜−l
)
≤ 1000r ·
√( q
2c + δ1 + 2cδ
)
.
Proof. Let us define the following registers: A˜k := AkU−lU˜−l and B˜k := BkV−lV˜−l. Also
we will define the following:
δk,A := B
(
ψx,y,˜u˜l ,˜vl
k,A˜k
, ψx,y,˜u˜l ,˜˜vl
k,A˜k
)
,
δk,B := B
(
ψx,y,u˜l ,˜˜vl
k,B˜k
, ψx,y,˜u˜l ,˜˜vl
k,B˜k
)
.
By the triangle inequality for Bures metric Fact 13.A,
δk,A ≤ B
(
ψx,y,˜u˜l ,˜vl
k,A˜k
, ψx,y,˜u˜l
k,A˜k
)
+ B
(
ψx,y,˜u˜l ,˜˜vl
k,A˜k
, ψx,y,˜u˜l
k,A˜k
)
, (22)
δk,B ≤ B
(
ψx,y,u˜l ,˜˜vl
k,B˜k
, ψx,y,˜˜vl
k,B˜k
)
+ B
(
ψx,y,˜u˜l ,˜˜vl
k,A˜k
, ψx,y,˜˜vl
k,A˜k
)
. (23)
Combining Equations (22), (23) and Claim 37, we get the following:
r∑
k=1
δk,A ≤ 160r ·
√( q
2c + δ1 + 2cδ
)
,
r∑
k=1
δk,B ≤ 160r ·
√( q
2c + δ1 + 2cδ
)
.
Note that the state ψx,y,u,v
k,A˜k,B˜k
is a pure state for every k, x, y, u, v. Also for a fixed x, y, these
states can be formed by a quantum protocol Π′ where Alice gets the input u and Bob gets
the input v (since they are originally formed by running the protocol Π and U−lU˜−l and
V−lV˜−l are registers that can be owned by Alice and Bob respectively at the start of Π′).
Hence we can apply Lemma 24 (by setting u = ˜˜ul, u′ = u˜l, v = ˜˜vl, v′ = v˜l) to conclude that
B
(
ψx,y,l,u˜l ,˜vl
r,A˜r
, ψx,y,l,u˜l ,˜˜vl
r,A˜r
)
≤ 2
r∑
k=1
(δk,A + δk,B)
≤ 640r ·
√( q
2c + δ1 + 2cδ
)
.
Now the proof is finished by Fact 11 and monotonicity of trace distance (Fact 14). J
6 Conclusion and open problems
We prove a nearly quadratic separation between the log of approximate rank and quantum
communication complexity for a family of total functions, which is also the first superlinear
separation between these two measures. Our separation is based on a lookup function
constructed from the inner product function. To prove the lower bound on the quantum
communication complexity of this lookup function, we prove a general purpose cheat sheet
theorem for quantum communication complexity. We also prove a general theorem about
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an upper bound on log of approximate rank of lookup functions based on the circuit size of
the base function. This proves the upper bound for an appropriate lookup function on inner
product because the inner product function has a linear size circuit.
Several interesting open problems arise out of our work. We state some of them here:
1. Can we eliminate the round dependence in Theorem 33? Can we prove a similar result for
quantum information complexity instead of quantum communication complexity, thereby
separating quantum information complexity from log of approximate rank?
2. Can we separate the quantum partition bound [29] from quantum communication com-
plexity? Is the quantum partition bound a stronger lower bound measure than log of
approximate rank?
3. Can we prove some sort of cheat sheet theorem for log of approximate rank? A simpler
question might be to prove that for the inner product function on n bits, any lookup
function contructed using a nontrivial XOR family of functions has log of approximate
rank at least Ω(
√
n).
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